BIU NEWS 2011 MAY
EUROPEAN BIKETRIAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Dear BikeTrial Delegates, Riders, Friends,
I would like to remind you that the deadline for sending the
applications to the EBC in Sweden is tomorrow, 29/04/2011.
Please don´t forget to send your applications until this date.
Thank you. We are looking forward to seeing you in Björkvik
soon.
Sincerely yours,
Anna Šmehlíková
News No. 004 dated 29/04/2011

THANKS TO LIBOR
Dear

Hiro,

Thank you for sending news from your country again. All of
you have our highest respect in these tough times.
I think for us it is very difficult to imagine what is your
current situation. If even I can, I would like to ask you to stay
together now and to find a compromised acceptable solution
for all officials of BJU Committee. Your riders affected by
this disaster need active all of you in order to find a way to
organise some events and to have a chance to forget real
situation
just
for
a
while.
EBU Committee has been working last 3 weeks with
arrangement of financial help to some affected BikeTrial
family in Japan. Unfortunately European Union is very
bureaucratic and we have to pay attention to European
financial law for charitable collection. We finally passed over
this obstacle and we are going to start it in coming days.
Please consider everything and give our best to alｌ our
BikeTrial
friend
there.
All
Libor

the

News No. 003 dated 29/04/2011

FROM ITALY

best!

Hello Hiro, hello Peter,
I am happy to hear you and to get news from Japan, we had
not information from you for a long time.
I write many time to Peter this year and I am happy to read
some news from USA. I see that my effort have give some
results. I hope to met Peter this year and I hope he can reply to
me at least one time.
Best regards,
Giuliano Gualeni
News No. 002 dated 29/04/2011

CORRESPONDENCE WITH CHINA
Dear Hiro
Thanks for the news, hope your trip with Mishima to Miyagi
successful. If possible please send me the information and
photos after the event.
Best Regards
Jason
Dear Jason,
Yes. I will send you the photos and my report after the event. I
think many things will be changed after the catastrophe. It has
to be like that. I have new project to promote Biketrial much
more in the future. Up to now it is secret but I will start the
campaign from the 1/May and you will know about it. I will
send you my recent photo that I too a trip with my new bike on
the train.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro
Seems some slim in the photo. Take care. Glad to see KC is
growing up, I will make a page for the event. I have also
contacted some cities to find possibility of WBC 2012 and
WBMC 2011.
Best Regards
Jason
Dear Jason,
KC is getting popular. I am trying my very best for the event
and though it, I am trying to get much more people for our
sport. BJU Mishima will close his office in Tokyo and he will
move to Kameoka city Kyoto. Near to Kameoka Trial Land.
This is his decision because Tokyo got so much influence
from unclear problem. The base of Biketrial promotion in
Japan will be Kameoka city. The next KC will be held on 19
June.

Now my weight is 67.95kg. Last year in August, I was 78.5kg. I
lost more than 10 kg in 7 months. So my condition is very
good. The reason is I got a new bike and riding it everyday. It
is a lot of fun.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
News No. 001 dated 29/04/2011

